BE BOLD.
BEGIN WITH THE FINISH.

From brooding beauty to lustrous warmth, the tones of KOHLER finishes add dramatic design elements to the kitchen and bath space. Begin with the finish that speaks to your style, and let the story unfold.
MATTE BLACK

An edgy, masculine finish with a trendsetting matte luster.
VIBRANT ROSE GOLD

A beautiful balance between lustrous allure and a soft refinement.
VIBRANT BRUSHED MODERNE BRASS

A compelling warmth of golden hues.
VIBRANT® TITANIUM

Moody and deep, conveying strength and style with an attitude.
VIBRANT®
OMBRÉ
ROSE GOLD/
POLISHED
NICKEL

Ethereal hues harmonize in a striking transition from light to dark.
A dramatic, yet balanced, passage from cool to warm tones.
To learn more about KOHLER finishes, visit
KOHLER.com/Finishes